
Fakespotting 
Web Learning

The Fakespotting web based learning is an OERs for higher
education institutions and adult education in order to
deploy and delivery innovative and updated digital
information and media literacy resources.
The Output is composed by 6 learning modules



M1: A new Information Space: how the information space
changed in the 21st century, main challenges consumers face in
information consumption in the 21st century, what does the
change in information space means for quality standard media.
M2: Social vs Regular media: the impact of algorithmic selection
of information on information consumption, how to recognise
inauthentic behaviour on social media, resources available on
how platforms target users with sponsored content.
M3: Types of manipulation: students will be introduced to types of
manipulation which are universal for different types of media
(including social media) and through different times, as well as
to those which use was amplified with new media formats.

Fakespotting Modules

M4: Lateral Reading: to enable participants to critically analyze
online content using a lateral reading methodology; to provide
strategies, tactics and tools for tracing online contents to sources
and for evaluating the reliability of those sources
M5: Identification of false contents: This module will introduce
students to media manipulation with sources of information.
Students will be introduced to important details about media that
could be used for recognizing if the media source is relevant or
not.
M6: Impacts of disinformation: to shed light on the dissemination
dynamics of online content; to increase the awareness about the
possible effects of disinformation on real life and society.



Each e-learning module is linked to
a set of self-assessment exercises
in order to test the knowledge and
competences acquired. At the
same time users are free to use it
as an autonomous tool.
The English e-learning edition has
been translated in all the 6
languages represented by the
partnership in order to ensure local
efficacy and sustainability. Here
below the multi-languages links:

7 European Editions

English Edition
Italian Edition
Spanish Edition
Slovak Edition
Albanian Edition
Macedonian Edition
Serbian Edition

https://fakespottingproject.eu/course/fakespotting-training/
https://fakespottingproject.eu/it/course/fakespotting-training/
https://fakespottingproject.eu/es/course/fakespotting-training/
https://fakespottingproject.eu/sk/course/fakespotting-training/
https://fakespottingproject.eu/sq/course/fakespotting-training/
https://fakespottingproject.eu/mk/course/fakespotting-training/
https://fakespottingproject.eu/sr/course/fakespotting-training/

